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ELECTRICAl-POWERWIRIHGPROGRAM
GOAL: TO PROVIDE A TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LIGHTWEIGHT, ARC TRACK-RESISTANT AND RELIABLE WIRING
SYSTEMS FOR AEROSPACE APPUCATIONS.
APPROACH
• IDENTIFYMISSIONFIEC__ AND N=PI._TION
• EVALUATEPOTENTIALWIRINGSYSTEMSAND ESTABUSHADATABASE













• Test Progmn_. Evaluate potential wiring constructions and
establish a database of Testing Information.
• Identifyand priorfl_eNASAwiring requirements
• Select candidate wiring constructions
• Develop test matrix and formulate test program
• Coordinate and conduct tests
• E_ablishguidelines and recommendations
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NASAWiring for Space Applications Program
* Candidate Systems:
Fil,_tex (PTFE/PI/FEP) - MIL-W-81381/7 (FEP/PI)
Thermatics (PTFE/PI/PTFE) - MIL-W-22759/12 (TFE)
- Tensolite (PTFE/PI/PTFE) - MIL-W-22759/34 (XL-ETFE)











NASAWiringfor Space Applications Program
• $umrnotyof ResultsRepoffed in 2nd NASAWorkshopon
W#fngfor Space Applicotions:
Arc tracking, mechanica!, electrical, flammability, fluid
reactivity, thermal vacuum stabliity,atomic oxygen, and
ultra-violet radiation performed on 8 candidate samples
of both # 12and #20.
Candidate constructionsdown-selected to 3 most
promisingcandidates, singlewire gauge (#20), andfurthertestswere defined.








- AWG #20 i
Constructions:
- Tensolite(PTFE/PI/PTFE)







NASAWiringfor Space Applications Program









NASAWiringfor Space Applications Program
FY'94 - _5 TestingActMties
NASA LeRC
• Objective: Perform comparative analysisof arc-tracking of
the candidate constructions under atmospheric,






• Prlnclpal Thomas J. Stueber






FY'94 - '95 TestingActivities
NASA MSFC
• Objective: Investigate the effects of AO, UV, and AO with
UV synergisticeffects on wire insulationmaterials.
• Tests: AO: -1021atoms/cm2
UV: - 10,000 ESH
• Principal Jason A. Vaughn
Investigator: Space Environmental Effects Branch
George C. MarshallSpace FlightCenter
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